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Coulisse appoints Rob Boogaard as CEO 

 

 

 

Coulisse is pleased to announce the appointment of Rob Boogaard as its new Chief 

Executive Officer. As CEO, Rob Boogaard is responsible for setting and leading the 

commercial and operational growth strategy for Coulisse worldwide. Rob is widely 

recognized as a growth-driven corporate leader in pioneering industrial sustainability, 

social inclusive entrepreneurship and the circular economy. He has represented the 

proven business case of his former employer Interface EMEA for radical sustainability 

across Europe, with presentations to the European Commission, Parliament, and various 

European political leaders, and is listed on various top rankings in sustainable leadership 

and innovation.  



 
 

 
 

 

The appointment of Rob Boogaard is the first step in materializing Coulisse’s growth 

strategy in which purpose and sustainability are key cornerstones. Christiaan Roetgering: 

‘Coulisse has always been known for its innovational design approach. As a result, we 

have obtained a leading global position in the market. For us to stay leading in the 

future, we have to do more. Sustainability and social responsibility are key terms in this 

respect. This is where the world is headed. Rob is the perfect man to lead Coulisse 

through this transformation.’   

Prior to joining Coulisse, Rob was the President & CEO of Interface EMEA, a publicly 

traded company and the world’s largest designer and manufacturer of environmentally 

responsible carpet tile. Under his leadership, Interface accelerated into becoming a 

sustainable company with manufacturing plants with 100% renewable energy, a fully 

closed water loop and no waste to landfill while using 55% recycled or bio-based raw 

material, and earned prestigious European business awards among which the 2014 

Ethical Corporation Award, 2014 European Business Award for the Environment and the 

2015 Guardian Sustainable Business Award.  

A native of the Netherlands, Rob previously spent 18 years working and living abroad in 

the Unites States and France, as a Sales & Marketing Director at Steelcase Inc, and as 

Director of Global Strategy, Marketing and Commercial Services at Norit X-Flow (since 

acquired by Pentair).  

 

Rob is a founding Board Member of the How Far Foundation in Atlanta, Georgia, a non-

profit humanitarian aid agency provides education, that combats starvation and 

malnutrition, and prevents suffering from water-related diseases by providing sources of 

clean drinking water in Central/East Africa.  

 

 


